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ABSTRACT
We present a prototype tool Icon2Code, targeted to helping app de-
velopers more quickly implement the callback functions of complex
Android GUI components by recommending code implementations
learnt from similar GUI components from other apps. Given an icon
or UI widget provided by designers, Icon2Code first queries a large
pre-established database to locate similar icons that other apps
have utilized. It then leverages a collaborative filtering model to
suggest the most relevant APIs and their usage examples associated
with the intended behaviours of these icons. Experimental results
on 5,000 randomly selected real-world apps show that Icon2Code
is useful and effective in recommending code examples for imple-
menting the behaviours of complex GUI components. It has over
50% of success rate when only one recommended API is taken into
account, and over 94% of success rate if 20 APIs are considered. The
video demo can be found at https://youtu.be/pM3ZBGrQTdQ.
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1 INTRODUCTION
More than 3.48 million Android apps are currently available on
the Google Play store [26]. This number will continue to grow
significantly. Users have many choices from the enormous number
of downloadable Android apps, and developers need to develop
and refresh their apps promptly [14, 16, 30]. Managing a short
release cycle is not easy for developers because they are often under
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pressure to fix vulnerabilities [5], solve compatibility issues [2, 12,
13, 29], and learn new development methodologies, libraries, and
the most recent technologies [15, 28, 31]. To assist them, researchers
have proposed many approaches to ease the development work of
developers [7, 9–11, 19, 27].

Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, no existing ap-
proaches have been proposed to support the code implementation
for the GUI component event handlers of Android apps. A GUI
is a common feature of all mobile apps, which are event-centric
programs that provide a rich graphical user interface to interact
with the users [17]. Since managing the complex and intertwined
callback events from user interaction usually requires a lot of coding
and debugging work [27], this increases the complexity of imple-
menting the mobile app GUI to some extent. Fortunately, developers
can implement the functionalities in callback methods with the help
of functional APIs. Nevertheless, it is still a time-consuming and
labour-intensive task to accurately utilize proper functional APIs
to implement callback methods for feature requirements [27].

Based on the idea that similar GUI components are normally
designed to trigger similar application behaviour, we propose a
prototype tool named Icon2Code1 to learn similar GUI callback im-
plementations of other Android applications to help developers
effectively implement the callback methods of their own GUI com-
ponents. Icon2Code is intended to extract common implementations
to help app developers accomplish the development of interactions
driven by GUI components, e.g., the heart-shaped icon for like.
Icon2Code first uses static analysis to analyze existing apps and
build a mapping relationship from GUI components to the callback
methods associated with them. For each callback method, Icon2Code
extracts its call graph and collects all accessed APIs, including APIs
of third-party libraries. Finally, Icon2Code achieves the purpose
of recommendation based on a collaborative filtering algorithm.
Taking GUI components (i.e. icons) as input, Icon2Code outputs
code implementations learned from the apps containing similar
GUI components.

2 MOTIVATION
As stated by Chen et al. [3], GUI design and GUI implementation
are two autonomous activities in the process of developing the
GUI of an app. Since creating an intuitive interface with a good
user experience is critical to the success of an app in a competitive
market, a professional designer usually does the former. The latter
involves programming the GUI interface itself, such as the layout,
1The project is available at https://github.com/carol233/Icon2Code.
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Icons

Event: Click
Handler: 
<com.himalayawellness.himalayakonnect.activities.
UserAppRoleChooserActivity: void onClick(...)>

Click event

2

1 3

API List

<android.content.Context:
getSystemService(...)>

<org.json.JSONObject:
put(...)>

<org.json.JSONObject:
toString()>

Figure 1: An example of icon-bound GUI components and icon-related event handler callback methods.

constraints, and user interaction processing of GUI widgets, e.g.,
what should happenwhen a button is clicked. Chen et al. [3] propose
a neural machine translator to convert GUI design images into
GUI skeletons, but they haven’t endeavoured to help developers
implement the user interaction handling code of GUI components.

Listing 1: Examples of API usages in the method (e.g., Node
2 in Figure 1) reached by the click event. The method has
accessed both Android APIs and third-party library APIs.
1 //Node 2

2 TelephonyManager telephonyManager = (TelephonyManager) this.

la.getSystemService("phone");

3 String str = telephonyManager.getNetworkCountryIso().

toUpperCase();

4 JSONObject jSONObject = new JSONObject();

5 jSONObject.put("isoccode", str);

6 new b(..., jSONObject.toString(), ...);

Figure 1 shows a typical GUI page extracted from the Android
app com.himalayawellness.himalayakonnect, which contains vari-
ous GUI components, also referred to as icons in this paper. After
these GUI components accept user inputs – such as clicking, sliding,
or other interactions – the app needs to respond accordingly. For
example, when a user clicks the Profile icon on the upper left, it
will switch to a new page that allows the user to set their profile
data. Callback methods are utilized to achieve these behaviour
changes driven by user input events. Each GUI icon should have at
least one event handling callback method. However, implementing
these callback methods is usually complicated, involving method
calls that access multiple Android APIs and possible third-party
libraries.

Listing 1 shows a simplified code example extracted from one
of the methods in the call chain (i.e., node 2) triggered by the call-
back method onClick. This single method accesses at least 3 APIs,
including Android official APIs and third-party library APIs. A call-
back associated with an icon may contain multiple such methods.
Furthermore, an app’s UI page may contain dozens of icons, which
makes it harder to implement and debug their related callback meth-
ods effectively [20, 25]. As far as we know, no existing approaches
are proposed to assist developers in implementing the complex
event-driven callback methods related to Android GUI icons.

3 ICON2CODE
Figure 2 shows an outline of our Icon2Code tool. It has three key
modules: (1) Database Construction Module (DCM), (2) Similarity
Calculation Module (SCM), and (3) API Recommendation Module
(ARM).

APKs
(2) SCM

Similarity Calculation
Module

Icon --> API
Mapping

(3) ARM
API Recommendation

Module
Icon

(1) DCM
Database Construction

Module

API
Candidates

List

Figure 2: The architecture of Icon2Code.

3.1 DCM: Database Construction Module
We recommend code implementations for GUI icons by learning
from the code implementations of existing apps that use similar
icons in their GUIs. To this end, the goal of the first module of
Icon2Code is to preprocess the Android apps to build a database
that maps icons to its specific code implementations. The code
implementations here ignore user-defined APIs or methods and
only include JDK, Android official APIs and third-party library APIs.
Figure 3 shows the working pattern of this module.

(1) Preprocessing

Icon-to-APIs
Database

(4) Database
Construction

Icon-to-Callbacks

(2) Code Analysis (3) Call Graph
Construction

Call GraphsCode  +  IconsAPK

Figure 3: The working process of the DCMmodule.

3.1.1 Preprocessing. The key objective of the first step is to pre-
process the Android APKs to extract useful information (e.g., the
icons) in preparation for further analysis. The Android application
package (APK) is a file format used to distribute and install ap-
plications on the Android OS. There are usually two major icon
forms in APKs: the vector defined by an XML file and the image
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presented as an image file (e.g., PNG format). Since the former does
not come as specific images, we ignore it in this work and only
consider the latter. To improve the utility of the recommended code,
we should make the recommended APIs consistent with the target
SDK version of the target app. Therefore, when disassembling the
Android APKs, we extract the target SDK versions, e.g., the value
of targetSdkVersion, by parsing the manifest files.

Listing 2: Examples of using XML attributes to bind icons
with GUI components.
1 //Example 1: ImageView, android:src

2 <ImageView android:src="@drawable/next_btn"

3 android:id="@+id/nextBtn"

4 android:contentDescription="@string/

next_button_content_desc"

5 android:onClick="onClick"/>

6
7 //Example 2: Button, android:background

8 <Button android:background="@drawable/button_cancel"

9 android:id="@+id/cancel_btn"

10 android:text="@string/cancel"/>

3.1.2 Code Analysis. With static analysis techniques, this step
establishes a mapping between the icon-bound GUI components
and their corresponding callback method code that responds to user
interaction events. The first subtask of this step is to break down
how the icons are bound to the GUI components of the application.
The XML attributes in the layout configuration files of an app are
responsible for binding the icons to the GUI components, such
as the source of ImageView (i.e., android:src) and the background
of the Button (i.e., android:background) displayed in Listing 2 at
lines 2 and 8, respectively. Table 1 shows the list of such attributes
we have taken into account, which has already been leveraged by
other techniques [1]. After locating the GUI components bound

Table 1: The set of attributes liable for binding icons to GUI
components.

Attribute Explanation
android:src Set a drawable as the content of the view (e.g.,

ImageView).
android:background Set a drawable as the background of the view.

android:drawableRight Set a drawable to the right of the text.
android:drawableTop Set a drawable on top of the text.
android:drawableLeft Set a drawable to the left of the text.

android:drawableBottom Set a drawable below the text.
android:drawableEnd Set a drawable at the end of the text.
android:drawableStart Set a drawable at the start of the text.

to the target icons using XML attributes, the second subtask of
this step is to infer the callback methods associated with the GUI
components. Similar to the binding between GUI components and
icon files, developers can also define callback methods through
XML attributes. For example, in Listing 2, the callback method that
is triggered when the ImageView is clicked (i.e., onClick) is specified
by the attribute android:onClick (line 5). This type of static binding
can be resolved through the layout configuration files similar to
the first subtask.

Callback methods can also be bound dynamically in the pro-
gram code. For the same onClick callback method, rather than the
XML attributes (line 5 in Listing 2), developers can use the code

presented in Listing 3 to achieve the same goal. Although it is more
challenging to identify this type of binding in an Android APK, it
can be concluded from observation that in most cases, the callback
methods are added after the GUI components are created (e.g., find-
ViewById() in line 4). Finally we can map the icon to its dynamically
defined callback method(s) by statically linking the information
obtained through these two subtasks.

Listing 3: An example of dynamically defining an icon’s event
handler (i.e., callback method) through program code.
1 public class MusicWallpaper extends Activity implements View

.OnClickListener {

2 public void onCreate(Bundle bundle) {

3 setContentView(R.layout.layoutlagu);

4 ImageView v = (ImageView) findViewById(R.id.nextBtn);

5 //Binding callback method to the icon

6 v.setOnClickListener(this);

7 }

8 @Override

9 public void onClick(View view) {

10 //This is the callback method

11 ...

12 }}

3.1.3 Call Graph Construction. Based on the previous step, we
collect the APIs accessed by the callback methods to map from
icons to their corresponding APIs invoked when the icon (GUI
component) receives user interaction input. Unfortunately, as our
motivating example illustrates, a given callback method can use
many other methods, and each can access a set of APIs, thus making
it not easy to gather the whole API set. We therefore construct a call
graph for each callback method viewed as an entry point, where
nodes represent methods and edges represent method invocations,
to ease the extraction of APIs.

3.1.4 Database Construction. For the mappings between icons pre-
viously obtained and the API sets accessed by traversing the call
graphs and extracting methods in the graphs, Icon2Code utilizes
these to generate a database, which is also the ground truth used to
support the following recommendation. Ideally, one way to improve
the reliability of the API recommendation approach is to use more
apps for training. In addition, Icon2Code further records complete
API usage examples (such as the code snippets shown in Listing 1)
into the database to support Icon2Code recommending API usage
examples to developers.

3.2 SCM: Similarity Calculation Module
Taking an icon as input, SCM aims to locate similar icons from the
pre-established icon → APIs database. To control the number of
most similar icons, a configurable parameter𝑚 is introduced, and
Icon2Code only selects the top-𝑚 most similar icons. Icons can be
associated with icon purpose-describing texts given by developers
in Android apps. Other than an immediate comparison between
icon images, we thus also leverage alternate text similarity to track
down the most similar icons.

Image Similarity Calculation.We employ three algorithms to
calculate the similarity between iconic images – Oriented FAST and
Rotated BRIEF (ORB) algorithm [22], Locality Sensitive Hashing
(LSH) algorithm [4], and the Histogram algorithm [6]. This hybrid
image similarity calculation method can reduce the random error
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caused by a single method. Given two images 𝑝 and 𝑞, their image
similarity is measured via Formula 1, where the fusion similarity
threshold is assigned as 0.85. If the maximum similarity from the
three algorithms is greater than or equal to 0.85, the maximum is
taken as the final; otherwise, the minimum is considered the final.

𝐿𝑒𝑡 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑠 =𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑂𝑅𝐵 (𝑝,𝑞), 𝐿𝑆𝐻 (𝑝,𝑞), 𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 (𝑝,𝑞)),
𝐿𝑒𝑡 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑠 =𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑂𝑅𝐵 (𝑝,𝑞), 𝐿𝑆𝐻 (𝑝,𝑞), 𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 (𝑝,𝑞)),

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 (𝑝,𝑞) =
{
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑠 , 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑠 ≥ 0.85
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑠 , 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑠 < 0.85

(1)

Text Similarity Calculation. We have determined three major
sources that furnish alternative text for iconic GUI components:
(1) S1: The icon’s reference name (e.g., given by android:src), of-
ten describing the function of the icon; (2) S2: The id name of the
view to which the icon is bound (e.g., given by android:id), often
portraying the function of the view hosting the icon; and (3) S3:
The alternative text defined by android:contentDescription or an-
droid:text, set to describe the function of the view. Take Listing 2 as
an instance – alternative texts {S1, S2, S3} of Example 1 are {next_-
btn, nextBtn, next_button_content_desc}. All three alternative of
these text values specify the icon’s purpose and are similar to some
degree. Edit distance is widely used to figure the similarity of two
text strings, by computing the minimum number of edit operations
demanded to alter one text into the other [21]. Levenshtein distance
is such a type of generally used edit distance [8], upon which two
texts’ syntactic similarity can be represented with the Levenshtein
ratio [23]. Given two texts 𝑎 and 𝑏, their Levenshtein ratio can be
calculated by Formula 2. For the two icons 𝑝 and 𝑞, their alternate
text similarity is determined by Formula 3, where 𝑝 ′ and 𝑞′ are the
according alternative text, and𝑤1,𝑤2,𝑤3 are the weights of each
type of alternative text, namely 𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3.

𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝑎,𝑏) = 1 − 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑎,𝑏)
|𝑎 | + |𝑏 | (2)

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑝′, 𝑞′) = 𝑤1 × 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑆1 (𝑝′, 𝑞′) +
𝑤2 × 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑆2 (𝑝′, 𝑞′) +
𝑤3 × 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑆3 (𝑝′, 𝑞′)

(3)

These two similarity calculation algorithms are aggregated to
calculate the overall similarity of two icons via Formula 4, 𝛼 and 𝛽

representing the weights of 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 and 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 , individually.

𝑆𝑖𝑚 (𝑝,𝑞) = 𝛼 × 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 (𝑝,𝑞) + 𝛽 × 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑝′, 𝑞′) (4)

3.3 ARM: API Recommendation Module
ARM aims to recommend suitable callback code APIs for the input
icon under development by learning from a set of similar app GUI
elements and their callback code implementations. We leverage
collaborative filtering [24] for our tool’s recommendation of API
usages. Collaborative filtering has usually been utilized to recom-
mend items for users to purchase dependent on their past shopping
records or other users’ records with similar buying practices. In
our Icon2Code tool, an icon plays the role of a user, and each API
plays the role of an item. A rating (e.g., a numerical value) is fur-
ther associated with a user and an item. The objective of ARM is
to recommend users (icons) a list of items (APIs) to purchase (to
access).

Relying on the𝑚 most similar icons collected by SCM module,
Icon2Code first calculates the number of APIs (𝑘) invoked by the
related callback methods of the𝑚 icons and models them into a
(𝑚 + 1) ∗ 𝑘 matrix. Table 2 demonstrates such an example, where

the selected𝑚 icons 𝑖1 → 𝑖𝑚 plus the one being edited 𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 are
represented as rows and APIs are represented as columns. For
the 𝑚 icons, each of their cells is assigned to either true (1) or
false (0) in the matrix, indicating whether the icon-related callback
methods have invoked the corresponding API or not. For example,
cell (𝑖1, 𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑘 ) is set to be 0, representing that callbacks of icon 𝑖1
has not invoked 𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑘 . For the icon being edited (i.e., 𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 in the last
row), all of its cells are initialized to unknown (-1). The objective
of this module is then refined to predict possible values for those
unknown cells. The cells assigned higher values, i.e., corresponding
APIs, will then be recommended for developers to implement the
icon-related callback method.

Table 2: An example encoding matrix.

𝑎𝑝𝑖1 𝑎𝑝𝑖2 ... 𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑘
𝑖1 1 0 1 0
𝑖2 1 1 0 1
... 1 1 1 0
𝑖𝑚 0 1 1 0

𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 -1 -1 -1 -1

The possibility of recommending a given API 𝑎𝑝𝑖 to 𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 is
computed via Formula 5 [24], where 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 (𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 ) is the set
of the𝑚 most similar icons, 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 , 𝑖) is defined by Formula 4,
and ¯𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 and 𝑟𝑖 are the mean ratings of 𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 and 𝑖 , respectively. In
the implementation, 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑟𝑖,𝑎𝑝𝑖 are determined by the encoding
matrix. For example, for the encoding matrix in Table 2, 𝑟𝑖 can
be computed by measuring the average rating of the cells in the
row relating to 𝑖 . For ¯𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 , we assign its value to 0.8 following the
practice of Nguyen et al. [18]

𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 ,𝑎𝑝𝑖 = ¯𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 +
∑

𝑖∈𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 (𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 ) (𝑟𝑖,𝑎𝑝𝑖 − 𝑟𝑖 ) · 𝑠𝑖𝑚 (𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 , 𝑖)∑
𝑖∈𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 (𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 ) 𝑠𝑖𝑚 (𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 , 𝑖)

(5)

The output of Icon2Code is a list of Android API candidates that
are ranked by the scores returned from Formula 5.

4 EVALUATION
We have evaluated Icon2Code from four aspects and all of our ex-
periments leverage ten-fold cross-validation. First, we validated
the performance and effectiveness of Icon2Code on a dataset con-
structed with 47,827 icons extracted from about 5,000 randomly
selected apps. With default parameters (𝑚 = 20, 𝛼 = 1, 𝛽 = 0),
Icon2Code can achieve over 50% of the success rate when only
one recommended API is considered and it can reach over 94% if
the number is increased to 20. Second, we explored the impact of
changing the number of similar icons (i.e.,𝑚) by designing multi-
ple sets of experiments with different numbers of neighbours, i.e.,
𝑚 ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} (𝑚 = 5 means that Icon2Code builds the
encoding matrix with five similar icons). The results show that on
our dataset,𝑚 = 20 is a suitable setting for Icon2Code. Third, we
explored the impact of different similarity calculation methods, i.e.,
the value of 𝛼 and 𝛽 defined in Section 3.2. We compared the de-
fault setting with another four settings with different weights, i.e.,
(0.8, 0.2), (0.5, 0.5), (0.2, 0.8), and (0, 1). Surprisingly, the text-only
setting shows the best performance, which shows that developers
can resort to using alternative texts to find good matching GUI
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callback code suggestions. Finally, we explored the performance
of Icon2Code over different groups of training sets. We divided the
original training dataset into three groups: (1) All icons with no
more than five APIs accessed by their related callback methods, (2)
All icons with over five but no more than ten APIs accessed by their
related callback methods, and (3) All icons with more than 10 APIs
accessed by their related callback methods. Following the same
experimental setting, we further re-ran Icon2Code on the aforemen-
tioned three training groups, individually. Our new experimental
results suggest that expanding the quantity of APIs accessed by
icons selected for training improves the performance of Icon2Code
to some extent.

5 CONCLUSION
We have proposed a prototype tool Icon2Code to advise on APIs to
help implement the callback functions of iconic GUI components.
Icon2Code leverages icon images and their alternative texts to lo-
cate the most similar icons to the icon under development. It then
employs a collaborative filtering algorithm to get the output of the
recommended APIs and usage examples from existing apps.
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